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AbstractAbstract
      In this work, we examined  different manners for modeling of electron transport
through material domains of accelerator configuration that are based on two numerical
algorithms (marked as full-physics and reduced-physics in Monte Carlo simulation).
When the reduced-physics algorithm has used, the elapsed time of computer processor
unit has decreased in relation to the full-physics algorithm for the simulation of nuclear
particle tracking through complex geometry configuration of material zones. The
accurate level of dose calculation was similar for both of algorithms. Examinations of
different modeling are carried out by Monte Carlo code FOTELP (RSIC Code package
CCC-581), updated in last year.
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IntroductionIntroduction

      The goal of any Monte Carlo Dose Calculation is to deliver the result that is both
accurate and sufficiently fast for routine radiotherapy. The calculation based on the
Monte Carlo (MC) method is the most accurate method for predicting dose
distribution in patient, but it is not dominant for routine usage in radiotherapy
planning because of  unacceptable CPU time [1], [2], [3]. However, the development of
information technologies and algorithms following the physical process and the
application of method for variance reduction, give hope that this problem will be soon
overcome.

Numerical experimentsNumerical experiments

       Essential demonstration for successfully application of method Monte Carlo (MC),
compete in comparison among calculated and measured depth distributions of
absorbed dose in water at radiotherapy axis. In this paper main point of discussion is
placed on investigation of possibilities of method reduced physics in particle transport
process. Presented results of simulation of radiotherapy beam at medical accelerator
are acquired frequently after the utilization of software packages as EGS4 [1], [5],
PENELOPE [4]. Our simulations of electron transport in medical linear accelerator
was  carried out by software package FOTELP because it has many advantages during
usage [6], [7], [8].

Background of the Background of the software package FOTELPsoftware package FOTELP

      Software package FOTELP was developed to simulate the transport of photons,
electrons and positrons by Monte Carlo method for numerical experiments in
dosimetry, radiation shielding, radiotherapy, for evaluating efficiency of detectors, and
counters, for computing the absorbed energy in the layers of microelectronics



components, for estimating radiation damage of materials, and other numerical
experiments concerning the mentioned particles. Codes from this package perform
calculations in 3D geometry with random spectra of particles having energy in the
range from 1 keV to 100 MeV, and material region for which geometry can be
described by planes and surfaces of second order. FOTELP codes apply transition
probabilities from the previous to the following state of phase space which are
prepared by FEPDAT code. Transport of photons is based on the imitation model.
During the photon history, from one collision to the other collision, random values of
the following parameters are chosen from the corresponding distributions: distance,
target (atom, shell), collision type, type of secondary particles, energies and angles of
particles after collision. FOTELP code treats photoelectric absorption, incoherent
scattering, generating electron-positron pairs and coherent scattering. Secondary
photons from bremsstrahlung radiation, fluorescent photons and photons from
positron annihilation are included as photons from the source. As an option code
include the variance reduction techniques. Transport of electrons and positrons is
based on the theory of condensed history, i.e. on the model of multiple scattering
[9,10,11] on the part of the particle range. Mean energy loss is determined in this range
with its fluctuation from Landau [12], i.e. Blunck-Leizegang distribution [13]. Under
the conditions of the multiple scattering theory, particle deviation angle is chosen from
Moliere[14] or Goudsmit-Saunderson [15] distribution. Bremsstrahlung is generated
from Poisson distribution and spectrum of photon emission in this process. Production
of delta electrons on the interval is generated from Poisson distribution and energy
distribution based on Moller [16] i.e. Bhabha [17] cross section. Angles of secondary
particles in electron-positron transport are chosen from relevant distributions.
Photoelectric absorption and impact ionization are followed by simulation of atomic
transitions on 6 levels and generated fluorescent photons and Auger electrons are
treated as relevant particles from the source.

Medical Linear Accelerator - geometry configurationMedical Linear Accelerator - geometry configuration

      Simplified scheme of LINAC 2100C Varian is presented in figure 1. In this paper,
we have modelled radiation head elements which are positioned on axis of electron
primary beam betwen vacuum window and water phantom.

   Fig.1. Simplified scheme of  LINAC 2100C          Fig.2. The comparison of measured
             Varian.                                                              results and results of MC simulation
                                                                                                    by software FOTELP [8].



       Along the path to water phantom or treated patient, electrons pass  through
forming and driving beam system which consists: primary scattering foils, rotating
primary collimator, electron mode collimator, secondary flattening foil at carousel,
monitoring ionization chamber, diaphragms and aperture plate electron applicators [1,
2, 4, 18]. In the comparison with measured results we can see that the hypothesis
during MC simulation for monoenergetic primary electron beam have not significant
influence at the calculation of depth dose distribution in cases when nominal beam
energies are 6 MeV, 9MeV and 12 MeV [8]. In the figure 2., one of comparison
between measured results and results of simulation obtained by software FOTELP is
presented. This MC simulation is carried out for 200 million electrons in primary beam,
dose estimation for  voxel dimension 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 into water phantom and accuracy in
range from 3% to 5%.

Physics MethodsPhysics Methods

      In this work, we examined different manners for modeling of nuclear particles
transport throughout material zones of components of  LINAC that are based on two
numerical algorithm. First algorithm, marked as full-physics in MC simulation,
describes all interactions incident photons or electrons and produced secondary
electrons in all components. Second algorithm, marked as reduced-physics decreases
number of interactions when is estimated that is unacceptable nuclear particle free
path in relation to distance from boundary of some noticed component in random
chosen direction.
     In this purpose, function JAW which belongs to program FOTELP, has served for
forming electron beam and simultaneously in estimation quality of radiation protection
of patient. At each part of electron or positron path, the relation between the optical
distance (L) to boundary of material zone and Continual Slowing Down
Approximation particle range R(Ee) has to be check. If L is great than R(Ee), in
accordance with the reduced-physics algorithm, electron energy will be absorbed
uniformly at range R(Ee) and his history breaks (figure 3).  On the other hand for this
case, in application of full-physics algorithm  the electron transport in next step has
simulated so that respected choice of all  possible results from interactions in
dependence of probability of happening for each particular result.

Fig.3. The scheme for reduced-physics          Fig.4. Results of  Monte Carlo simulations
           algorithm.                                                          by FOTELP for initial electron
                                                                                       beam energy Ee = 6,5MeV.



Fig.5. MC simulations by FOTELP                          Fig.6. MC simulations by FOTELP
           for Ee = 9,5MeV.                                                         for Ee = 12,8MeV.

ResultsResults

      All MC simulations are carried out at personal computer Pentium III with 500MHz
CPU  (Celeron)  and 128Mb RAM. The components of LINAC geometry
configuration are: primary and secondary scattering foils composed by Tantalum,
secondary flattening foil carousel by Aluminum,  rotating primary collimator and
diaphragms by Tungsten. The air layers are between elements for creating electron
beam.Very good agreement between results dose calculation and measured dose in
depth range near water phantom surface give us clearly justification that the aperture
plate electron applicators could be omitted. Absorbed energy of all nuclear particles
deposited into water phantom is registered. Voxel dimensions in 3D mesh were 2 x 2 x
2 mm3. Ratio of absorbed dose and number of primary beam electron was calculated
for all selected voxels. Reduced-physics algorithm was applied for material zones
representing secondary flattening foil carousel and movable blocks of diaphragms. The
normalization to maximum value of absorbed dose on beam axis as normalized depth
dose distribution (DD) into water phantom are presented in figures 4., 5. and 6. for
nominal electron beam energy 6MeV, 9MeV and 12MeV respectively. Monoenergetic
electron beam energy was determined according to results of several test simulations
with  6,5MeV,  9,5MeV and 12,8MeV. Number of electrons in primary beam for each
simulation was 800 000. Statistical errors (SG) was calculated for values of absorbed
dose in voxel or at level material zone of one accelerator component. In material zones
where both of algorithms about physics of transport processes was applied, statistical
error were in range from 0,4% to 1,4% .

ConclusionsConclusions

      The results of  full-physics and reduced-physics algorithms (figures 4., 5. and 6.)
agree very well in whole depth range, except in region near the surface. The leading
differences in results of applications both algorithms has originated from make smaller
number of bremsstrahlung photons generated in movable blocks of diaphragms and
secondary flattening foil carousel when MC simulations has performed toward the
reduced-physics algorithm. Furthermore, the statistical nature of obtained values for



absorbed dose into water phantom for this relative small number of electrons in
primary beam has conducted to differences in results. During application of reduced-
physics algorithm, the accurate level of dose calculation is saved in relation to full-
physics nuclear particle tracking through identical geometry configuration and material
zones. It is necessary to reduce the statistical uncertainties of simulations (i.e. to
increase the number of electrons in primary beam) in order to investigate differences
between algorithms more accurately. For such simulations a more powerful hardware
is needed.
       The main reason for implementation of reduced-physics algorithm is remarkable
decrease in CPU time. The user can perform this algorithm for any material zone in
geometrical model. For electron monoenergetic line by 12,8 MeV in relation to lower
electron primary beam energy, relative ratio CPU times for performing simulation with
full and reduced-physics algorithm decreased because total number of bremsstrahlung
photons also has gone down. It should be noted that carefully investigation of
influences of reduced-physics algorithm on results of simulations is mandatory.
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